
Aberdeen — Office Furniture for the Real World
Fashionable aesthetics combine with unparalleled quality and 
exceptional affordability.

The Aberdeen® Series brings genuine business practicality to every 

environment. Each quality piece balances the look of wood with the 

performance and affordability of laminate. Textured glass and brushed nickel 

accents further enhance the upscale appeal, while technology-supportive 

features boost functionality. 

Elegant enough for the executive suite, flexible enough for team 

environments, Aberdeen can furnish an entire office with beauty and ease.
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Aberdeen 
The look for less.
1.  Authentic and timeless aesthetic.  

Aberdeen’s transitional style allows it to 
fit into any environment, from modular 
multi-station work areas to executive 
offices. Beautiful laminate options include 
Cherry, Mocha, Maple, and Gray Steel.

2.  Comprehensive lineup of quality 
office furniture.  
Desks with bow or straight front, 
peninsulas, credenzas, and bookcases are 
available, as well as hutches in various 
sizes with either wood or glass doors. 
Pedestals, personal storage towers, 
and lateral file cabinets, along with 
paper management organizers provide 
extensive storage options. Everything for a 
complete office.

3.  Products that complement 
beyond the office.  
Aberdeen® rounds out any organization’s 
needs with conference tables that are 
available in variously sized boat-shaped 
or round surfaces. Reception stations, 
lecterns, and whiteboards are also 
available.

4.  Quality and durability built in.  
Aberdeen surfaces boast exceptional 
abrasion and stain resistance.
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powerful
A variety of power outlet/data jack 
combinations can be field-installed into all 
desks and conference tabletops.

simple
Mayline® makes it easy to order complete 
office suites by offering several typical 
furnishing arrangements to choose from.

rapid
All models in all finishes are available on 
both the Quick-Ship and Fast Freight delivery 
programs with no quantity limitations.

complete
Mayline offers a host of seating solutions 
to suit a wide variety of needs and styles. 
From our Ultimo™ Leather Series chairs for 
executive offices and boardrooms, to Gist™  
multipurpose chairs; Valoré® high-back 
chairs, to Mercado™ Wood Series Guest/Side 
chairs. And many more.

PENINSULA DESK WITH CREDENZA

RECEPTION STATION

BOAT-SHAPED CONFERENCE TABLE
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